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Disclaimer

The information contained in this blog post is meant to serve as aThe information contained in this blog post is meant to serve as a
comprehensive collection of strategies that the author of this blog post hascomprehensive collection of strategies that the author of this blog post has
researched extensively. The author is not an expert, the author is curious toresearched extensively. The author is not an expert, the author is curious to
know these same exact things that brought you here today. Summaries,know these same exact things that brought you here today. Summaries,
strategies, tips and tricks within are only recommendations by the authorstrategies, tips and tricks within are only recommendations by the author
and reading this blog post will not guarantee that one's results will exactlyand reading this blog post will not guarantee that one's results will exactly
mirror the author's results. The author of this blog post has made allmirror the author's results. The author of this blog post has made all
reasonable efforts to provide current and accurate information for allreasonable efforts to provide current and accurate information for all
readers of this blog post. The author and associates will not be held liablereaders of this blog post. The author and associates will not be held liable
for any unintentional error or omissions that may be found within. Thefor any unintentional error or omissions that may be found within. The
material in the blog post may include information by third parties. Thirdmaterial in the blog post may include information by third parties. Third
party materials and or composed opinions expressed are by their owner(s).party materials and or composed opinions expressed are by their owner(s).
As such, the author of this blog post does not assume responsibility orAs such, the author of this blog post does not assume responsibility or
liability for any third-party material or opinions. Whether because of theliability for any third-party material or opinions. Whether because of the
progression of the internet, or the unforeseen changes in company policyprogression of the internet, or the unforeseen changes in company policy
and editorial submission guidelines, what is stated as fact at the time ofand editorial submission guidelines, what is stated as fact at the time of
this writing may become outdated or from this blog post whole or in part.this writing may become outdated or from this blog post whole or in part.
No parts of this report may be reproduced or retransmitted in any form(s)No parts of this report may be reproduced or retransmitted in any form(s)
whatsoever without the expressed written consent, signed and notarizedwhatsoever without the expressed written consent, signed and notarized
permission from the author. Thank you. Enjoy.permission from the author. Thank you. Enjoy.
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